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ABSTRACT1
As Machine Learning (ML) systems become increasingly ubiquitous, capable and autonomous, it has
become essential to take a human-centered view to consider how people’s interactions with ML
systems, including the effort to develop and evolve ML systems, impact their work practices, wellbeing
and the social-organizational environment. Built on our work on human-agent collaboration, we
suggest a change of perspective, by considering human(s) and the ML model(s) they interact with as a
team engaging in collaborative work. With that, we can apply metaphoric thinking based on team
collaboration to inform the design of human-model interactions and rethink the collective goals to be
embedded in computational models. Based on pillars of Computer-Supported Cooperative Work
(CSCW) research, we point to three areas for future research into technologies to support human-model
interaction as collaborative work: (1) model training as knowledge sharing; (2) interactions as
communication actions; and (3) coordination for better collaboration and construction of trust.
INTRODUCTION
Human interactions with Machine Learning systems are growing to be ubiquitous as driven by two
trends. One is the current movement for “democratizing ML” by lowering the barrier of entry to ML
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so that model development will no longer require extensive training nor mastering a specialized
programming language. Another is the rapid advance of intelligent technologies that continuously learn
from activities or direct training provided by end users. In these current or near-future systems radical
changes in interaction design are likely, both to make the process more accessible, and to address
fundamental issues in data, learning, evaluation, etc. to make people more receptive to and trusting of
ML systems. These radical changes require changes of perspectives. For example, a recent call for a
paradigm shift from “machine learning” to “machine teaching” [17] is prompting the research
community to focus on supporting the efficacy and wellbeing of machine teachers, i.e., people who
build ML models. This point of view has inspired both systems that are more user/teacher friendly, and
algorithms that are more labor efficient to train.
In this essay, we propose another change in perspective, by considering human(s) and the ML model(s)
they interact with as a team, where members have different expertise and strengths; and model
development, in the broad sense of learning and evolving, is treated as collaborative work for
accomplishing the targeted task. For example, while humans have rich domain knowledge and better
understanding of the social and cultural contexts the system is embedded in, a ML model promises
greater discipline by making data-driven decisions [7]. Team work then becomes a metaphor to guide
user interface design for human-model interactions [3]. Metaphor is a useful HCI concept to give users
instantaneous knowledge to interact with an unfamiliar system [4]. We are likely to find more parallels
with such a metaphor as ML systems become more autonomous. More importantly, this collaborative
perspective could help us rethink both the goals of ML development and various aspects of interactions
by drawing inspirations from the large volume of literature on human collaboration and CSCW.
Specifically, it could help:
• Consider collective goals in intelligence, task performance and human wellbeing, to redefine
optimization functions and metrics.
• Develop interaction techniques based on activities in human collaborative work, which could
also inspire new computational models.
• Foresee potential issues and borrow design guidelines from theories and best practices in
human collaboration and technologies to support it.
The human-agent interaction community (including HRI) have long been following these approaches
to closely model human interactions both in terms of system actions and goals [5], including our own
work in the past few years [1][3][9][16][15][20]. Some of the work is naturally motivated by
anthropomorphic inclinations, where agents are essentially personified interfaces for the underlying
ML models. Meanwhile, research on “computers as social actors” (CASA) shows that personification
is not a prerequisite for users to apply human social rules in interactions [14]. While some agents are
merely using the ML models, the growing areas of adaptive agents and teachable agents are directly
concerned with interactions to train or develop the ML models. In this essay, we draw from our
experience designing human-agent collaboration and teachable agents to consider lessons for broader
areas of human interactions to develop ML systems.

Table 1: McGrath’s topology of group modes and
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In designing agents that perform social roles, one may start with considering models that describe
activities of humans performing the same roles. For example, in our work to design conversational
agents as team members in group decision making (e.g., a facilitator), we have found McGrath’s model
characterizing team behaviors [13] an invaluable framework to both inform the design of the agent’s
actions in the team, and to define its high-level goals, including the computational functions.
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We could also see similarities between these group modes and the typical process of ML model
development. Inception may correspond to the initial problem formulation stage where one explores
the production or task demand and opportunities to serve the demand, such as what kind of data can be
acquired. The problem-solving stage may correspond to the major chunk of modeling work such as
data cleaning and featuring, while conflict resolution can be seen as the debugging work where the
model developers (and subject matter experts) resolve inconsistencies between the model output and
their knowledge about the task. Finally, the execution is about team performance, i.e. how well the
resulted ML systems complete the targeted task.
While this mapping supports the parallel between model development and team collaboration, and the
metaphoric thinking for interaction designs, it is important to understand that the key utility of
McGrath’s model is to shift the attention from the lower-left cell (obsession with performance) to other
rows and columns that may have consequences for collaboration. While there may not be a precise
mapping, it is crucial for human centered machine learning to pay attention to the other two columns.
In this context, to support group well-being means to support the desired interactions and ecosystem
between human(s) and the ML system(s), which may involve intricate issues such as role definitions
and affordance of interactions. To focus on member support means to direct more attention to
individual user and ML model’s participation, which requires careful consideration for human control
on autonomous ML systems, as well as coordination between different human roles involved in the
ML development process.
This collaborative perspective also opens doors for drawing inspiration from technologies that support
team collaboration, which are primarily studied in the academic discipline of CSCW. CSCW research
is often considered to have three pillars: knowledge sharing, communication and coordination.
Accordingly, in the following sections, we discuss three foci for future research to support humanmodel interaction as collaborative work: model training as knowledge sharing, interactions as
communication actions, and coordination for better collaboration and construction of trust. We will
discuss some useful concepts from CSCW research and demonstrate how they can inform the design
of interactions with agents and ML systems in general.
Model training as knowledge sharing
A critical aspect of teamwork is to share knowledge that individual members have and to harness the
collective knowledge to solve the problem. CSCW work focused on supporting knowledge
externalization in the form of technology artifacts or information repositories. Such a knowledge

centered view led to numerous technological tools that aim to scaffold the externalization of individual
knowledge of different characteristics (e.g.,[19]).
Knowledge is at the very core of ML systems and developing ML models is essentially a process of
knowledge sharing from human knowledge sources. The knowledge that a ML system learns from is
commonly thought of as the data labels provided for supervised learning. However, knowledge is being
shared from human(s) throughout the whole development process. The defining of concept (class) and
schema, selection of feature and samples all represent knowledge sharing from the people involved.
Also, the type of knowledge being shared is likely to become richer as new human-in-the-loop ML
models are developed, especially in the areas of interactive machine learning and machine teaching.
For example, in our recent work on new tools to train conversational agents, we employed weak
supervision algorithms that allow a human trainer to provide high-level rationales instead of a large
quantity of labeled data to build the classifiers for the agent’s language understanding capability. While
the tool can significantly reduce the time and human cost relative to performance compared to the
conventional instance labeling approach, new issues emerged both regarding model performance (e.g.,
robustness across different trainers) and user needs [11].
We encourage research on designs for knowledge centered interactions with ML systems. This is likely
a rich design space given that for a particular type of knowledge (e.g., instance, rules, schema) there
may be multiple elicitation methods (e.g., explicit definition, demonstration, feedback, critique, etc.),
each of which may require a set of design guidelines. Another critical lesson to learn from CSCW
research on knowledge sharing is to avoid a techno-centric view but pay attention to the social contexts,
such as the context where knowledge externalization happens and the politics it may bring, as well as
the maintenance and update of knowledge for long-term use (See [1] for an overview )
Interactions as communication actions
Communication is the direct interactions between individuals in a team, often through text-based or
spoken conversations, and can be either synchronous or asynchronous, co-located or distant. In viewing
human-model interaction as teamwork, we draw on work that has applied concepts and patterns in
human communication/conversations to the design of interactions. While we are not the first to suggest
a conversational approach to human-computer interaction [10], it may play a more valuable role in ML
systems given their potential intelligence, autonomy and initiative-taking. Social science research
provides rich accounts of human conversational patterns, and they can be applied to designing both
specific system actions and general rules, policies or goals for the computational models. For example,
one of the basic principles that govern human conversations is common ground [6], which views
conversations as to collectively achieve mutual knowledge. Speakers constantly assess if there is clear
enough mutual understanding by evidence (e.g., relevant next turn or explicit acknowledgement), and
if not, a grounding process (i.e., repair) will be initiated. In human-model interaction, the
communication partner is a ML system, and there is a significant mismatch between the ML model and
the human’s knowledge/mental model of how the system learns, and often the ML model is a “black

box”, so completely hidden from the human. This could be seen as the fundamental challenge in
designing effective interactions for developing or debugging ML systems.
In our recent work in designing repair strategies for breakdowns in human-agent interactions [2], we
suggest the key lies in shifting from one-way interaction, where the user blindly attempts to repair, to
two-way interactions where the agent system should also take the initiative to contribute to the repair
process. Based on the theory of common ground, we suggest three levels of contributions from the
system: 1) explicitly signaling the breakdown, 2) providing resources to assist user repair (e.g.,
explaining the current model), and 3) proactively suggesting ways to repair. We demonstrate increasing
user satisfaction with higher level (3) of contribution from the system.
Similar guidelines can be applied to developing ML systems in general. Instead of relying on one-way
human intervention or debugging, it would be beneficial to provide system-initiated mechanisms to
support monitoring—to identify model issues in a detailed and timely fashion, transparency—to help
people understand the current model, e.g., through explanation, and bridging—to proactively help
connect users’ mental model and the system model.
Coordination for better collaboration and construction of trust
Coordination is concerned with mechanisms for individuals to conduct interdependent work in
cooperative activities, “the act of working together harmoniously” [12], or “the work needed to allow
the work to be done”[18]. We can consider issues around autonomy and human control as coordination
work. It is especially pressing for auto-ML systems, to consider how human(s) and model(s) should
structure and coordinate their work, make appropriate delegation, etc. Establishing productive and
satisfactory coordination is not only necessary for good team performance, but also critical for group
wellness and building long-term trust among team members. Similarly, in the context of model
development, even if much of the ML work can be automated, people’s sense of agency, control and
close involvement in the process is necessary to establish trust in the final model.
An important lesson from CSCW work on technologies supporting coordination is that flexibility is
necessary to deal with the unpredictability that often emerges in real world contexts [18]. Technologies
that are built on rigid coordination mechanisms often do not work outside the lab. We suggest similar
consideration in tools that support human-model collaboration, such tools should avoid rigid
mechanisms and instead provide rich affordance for humans to monitor and intervene at different points
of the model development process. Meanwhile, it may be worthwhile to consider mechanisms used by
technologies to help regulate collaborative behaviors and establish trust. One such mechanism is
elucidated by Social Translucence Theory [8]. The theory outlines three principles that we can
potentially borrow for a ML system to establish trust from the people it interacts with: visibility—to
make current status available; awareness—to act according to expected social rules based on cues from
the human partner; and accountability—to clearly identify its action scope, responsibility and
attribution of problems.

CONCLUSION
To conclude, we suggest considering human(s) and the ML model(s) they interact with as a team
engaging in collaborative work. Such a perspective highlights the design metaphor of collaboration and
looks to existing work in the fields of collaboration and CSCW as theory and design inspiration.
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